


The town of Malo, with its authenticity, its monumental and artistic
traditions, folklore, food and wine heritage and its location away from
environmental pollution, makes this town of about 14600 inhabitants is
one of most considered Communities and recognized throughout the
Veneto. In recent years great strides have been made, especially in
sports and receive the attention of Europe is an opportunity that we are
aware that we can not lose. The positive benefits that can come to the
territory of Malo in terms of growth and development are undeniable.It
is for this that Malo welcomes with great enthusiasm and commitment
to the proposals for projects in Europe and all the possibilities it offers,

particularly with an eye toward its young people to make them increasingly aware of a future that
can respond fully meet their expectations and that it is not necessarily restricted within its
boundaries.
Take for example this new challenge Europe launches us: to be candidates to become "European
Town of Sport". A project that we regard with great enthusiasm. 
First of all, thanks to who, by entering the name of Malo among the possible candidates, have put it
in the running for this prestigious title along with other Italian municipalities certainly prestigious.
The only chance to see us winning is a source of great satisfaction and pride. And then, when the
possibility became a reality, can be activate a multitude of opportunities that we would be ready to
welcome and accommodate a project of such great importance.
Implement and upgrade existing sports facilities, building new ones, do not disappoint those who
expect a lot from us, this is an incentive to push us to do well and succeed, to compete for the
certification of "European Town of Sport".
Just in other occasions, Malo has been chosen for major sporting events and has proven to be based
at the sports event, but also appropriate for the stay of the athlete and who accompanies or follows
the team.
I'm sure that on this occasion, certainly more challenging, we will be able to present a good calling
card for the town, even in terms of sports.
I am sure of this because my fellow citizens have a strong will and a passion for their town and,
when needed, are united to work together with even more strength and commitment, because Malo
can escape from any confrontation and winning reach each objective, just like a particularly
ambitious as this.

                                                                                               Antoniazzi Antonio
The Major of Malo



To advance the candidacy of Malo to “European Town of Sport”,
is  for  me  and  the  Department,  which  I  am  privileged  to  lead,
a  source  of  great  satisfaction  and  pride.
To  be  considered  at  a  high  level  and  prestigious  as  the  European
context,  acknowledges  the  good  efforts  made,  in  recent  years  to
encourage  the  full  development  of  sport  in  the  territory  of  Malo.
Enhancing the youth sports as an investment for the future, developing
in students the concept of exercise as a pleasure and fun in the name of
respect  for  them and for others and for the rules of being together,
were the principles guiding of the initiatives and activities promoted
by the Department of Sport. 

In our city life, sports clubs are active and numerous (about 50), expressions of different disciplines.
The  continued  commitment  through  actions  for  continuous  improvements  of  existing  sports
facilities and the design of new sports facilities areas, involving daily activities of the municipal
administration in sharing with the interesting ideas taken directly from the groups which the plant
uses. 

So there is the total commitment by both the Administration, that the Councillor for Sports of the
Municipality of Malo, that sports associations in the country (because it is such a questionnaire with
all the figures of the athletes of the companies requested office and returned to the same sports
associations), to contribute to the award of “European Town of Sport”. 

Malo's candidacy to the European Town of Sports will therefore be on the one side the opportunity
to further expand the activities of sports clubs operating in the area and who use the sports facilities
daily, and in the other major economic and social development opportunities culture of the City.

The same sports clubs would certainly be very proud to be a full part in a project area so prestigious
as the possibility to belong to the "European Town of Sport", and this would develope in various
areas that they have partnerships with their respective sports federations reference or twinning with
other European countries. 

Just  for  these  considerations,  therefore,  I  hope  to  the  heart  to  the  City  of  Malo,  inside  sports
landscape and alderman of the same sports that I lead, I can win this opportunity rich in meaning
and objectives, to bring in Europe Malo, and Europe in Malo. 

                                                                                                             Matteo Strullato
                  The City Councillor for Sports in Malo



EVIDENCE

The Malo area was inhabited by ancient primitive people who settled there around the 8th century
B.C. In the surrounding hills it were found traces of Neolithic and Iron Age culture.
But the true history of Malo originated in the Roman Era, during which two centuriations were built
in the layout of roads and cart tracks on the checkerboard hinges and decumani.
Later in the territory, in the 10th century, settled the people of the Lombards, whose traces can still
be found in the names of people and places, and in some traditional terms of Malo dialect. 
From 1404 to 1797 Malo was part of the territory of St. Mark of Venice. During this period in the
country there were significant developments in agriculture, wine and fruit production, silkworms
farming and handicrafts. It began to rise the first farm organizations, churches, beautiful mansions
and palaces. In the following three centuries, the architects built the Palladian, Scamorza and
Muttoni villas. The era of the organization of Malo as a city-state ended in 1797. 
In 1866, after the Napoleonic and Austrian domination, thanks to the annexation of the Veneto to
the new Kingdom of Italy, Malo became part of it. In the 19th century the art of silk thrived with the
silk mills, and furnaces, which characterize the production structure of the country also in the first
half of the next century. 
During the First World War, Malo was located close to the line of battle and suffered a series of
damage, but in the second half of the 20th century was still able to adjust itself to the level of post-
industrial production in the Northeast of Italy. 

TO VISIT

In Malo there are some interesting works of art (architecture, painting, sculpture and other art
forms) representative of each period from the third century to the present day. 
To name a few: 

The St. Bernardino church is a Gothic building, 
built in 1456 on the site of an ancient chapel. The 
priest at the time, elected by the municipality, was 
in charge of teaching the young and help the 
sick and the poor. Inside you can admire the 
portrait of San Bernardino and other works in fresco. 

The Vicar, now De Zen Grendene Palace, was the
residence of Enrico Scrovegni and his son-in-law 
Vitaliano De Lemici, two Padua usurers mentioned in
Dante's Divine Comedy, in the 17th canto.                                  

Zerbato Clementi Villa, that is now the decorous seat of the library, is a set of 19th-century
buildings, erected around a tower in the middle of one of the oldest Benedictine houses. 

The Cathedral, designed by the neo-Palladian L. De Boni, is an imposing monument in the center
of Malo. Inside, along the walls and altars is aligned a series of paintings of the greatest exponents
of the Accademia Veneziana, such as: Molmetti, Roi, Zone, Busato. 



Meneghello Palace, is the birthplace of Luigi, the most representative Veneto writer of the last
decades, whose most recognized work is "Libera nos a Malo" written in 1963. In his famous books,
he writes with rare art about his country, especially about the characteristic and free spirit of Malo. 

The Museum of the silky-art and bricks, is situated on the 3rd floor of the elegant Corielli Palace,
and it is divided into two sections, one dedicated to silk, the other to the brick. In the first, there is
an exhibition of various types including cocoons, silkworms preserved in formaldehyde and a series
of objects and tools accompanying the visitor, with the help of captions and a good iconographical
documentation, to discover this art, not failing to emphasize the hard living conditions of women
hired on such activity. In the brick section is described the origin of brick clay and its
manufacturing techniques, which over the millennia has been a characteristic element of  Malo’s
and Alto Vicentino’s economy. Complete the exhibition some important tools, including a foot
lathe, wooden molds and the model of a 20th-century furnace with the Hoffmann kiln. 



The Casabianca, is the museum that houses 
the private collection of Giobatta Meneguzzo's 
contemporary art, which focuses on the discipline 
of graphic design, in a production of strong identity 
created by the collector himself since 1978. The 
museum contains about 1200 works by 700 
contemporary artists spread over 800 square meters 
of exhibition. There are several sections that deal 
with artistic disciplines Graphics International since 1960:
 pop art, new realism, poor art, conceptual art, body art, 
language art, optical art, minimal art, realism and 
abstraction. Distinctive features of the show are the 
concept of "full" and the absence of explanatory labels, 
the sign of a free approach to the works.

                                             The festival of Carnival is very famous in Malo for its history, and the
                                             program of events in Malo is very rich. Exhibitions, events, concerts  
                                             and local enliven the days of February until Shrove Tuesday, making it
                                             pleasing Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays: 
                                             from parades of allegorical floats, which recall the Brazilian Carnival 

(Rio de Janeiro Carnival),
typical masks of this time
of the year, jokes,
pictures, clothes and
carnival 
costumes present in
Malo. 



HOTEL

Hotel “Parco degli Angeli Resort”, has 22 rooms 
of modern design and they can easily be reached by 
elevator. Resort ParkAngels offers the ultimate in comfort.
The climate is personalized, the rooms each have 
provided safe, satellite TV 32 ', the internet connection 
and complimentary mini-fridge with free drink consumption. It
has also three junior suites and one junior spa. All rooms are
designed according to the most effective soundproofing 
criteria, customers are able to use the services of the 
Atelier restaurant and Evening entertainment at the
Club Lounge.
Inside the structure there is also “Sporting Club ai Pini”: a
green natural area, which has a private football ground where  
are organized stages and athletic training for amateur and
professional football teams.

Many other places of honor such as: "Hotel San Tomio", "Hotel Due Mori", are accessible in the
countries bordering the territory of Malo. 



FOOD

With regard to typical food and wine that Malo can offer, we mention a very rich cuisine in terms of
traditional rural dishes such as "Osei" roast, polenta, "Gargati with consiero" "bigoli con arna”, and
a winery that produces and sells fine wine recognized and respected throughout the Region.
To cite the most typical dish that characterizes not only our town, but also the whole Province, we
we cannot help talking about “VICENTINA SALT COD”: 
The recipe for Vicentina salt cod processing is 
certainly popular and has been handed down 
orally from generation to generation. It has been 
adapted to changes in taste and has been updated
with the advent of new ingredients. Over time it 
has also established the custom of serving salt cod 
with polenta, another typical local product.
In 2011, it was born with headquarters in Malo, 
the club of “Bacalà Leogra Val”, a branch of the 
famous “Confraternita del Bacalà di Sandrigo", 
which exports its products and its brand in all of 
Europe. 
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1. Sports in your city

1.1 How many people (%) are active in sports in your city? (If necessary, please estimate.)
      In the municipal administration of Malo, people who joins in sportive activities are  
     about 9100, or rather 62% of population, fact made possible thanks to the presence of  
     a lot of sport venues in the municipal territory.

1.2 How many people (%) in your city are members of a sports club, a company sports
      group, or are otherwise organised in sports activities?
      People who, in the municipal administration of Malo, are member of club, association,  
      sports group are about 4000, or rather 27% of population, and they principally belong  
      to sports companies of soccer, soccer A5, basketball, volleyball, handball, figure- 
      skating, tennis, athletics, cycling, archery, karate, dance and various other groups of  
      amatorial athletics.

1.3 How does your city support voluntary work in sports?
      The voluntary work in Sport is supported through the provision of adequate and  
      advanced facilities, the allocation of the necessary grants in order to buy the material  
      used in the various sport activities, trough the provision of cups and plates for the prize
      giving and the assumption of part of the operating costs of sports to amortize the  
      expenses bore by the association by the associations that organized the events.

1.4 Is there a development plan for sports in your city? What are the objectives of the   
     ACES development plan?
     Yes, our Administration has a sport development plan that aims to involve in the  
     sportive practice all the citizens, of all kind of age, nationality and social rank. Just for  
     this reason the Administration besides making available all the sports facilities of its  
     propriety, allows the free use of other six facilities where you can practice all kind of  
     activity: soccer, walking, ping-pong, cricket, nordic walking.
     Moreover the Administration of Malo is also active with initiatives that aim to involve all  
     kind of age and category of citizens:
     - senior citizens with various sport activities for seniors and the “third age” ;
     - children with “Festa dello Sportivo”, and initiatives like “Sport che Passione” that  
       brings sport companies directly in the schools to present their activities;
     - for the handicapped are organized ad hoc courses of motor activities and with a   
       section of “Maratona dei 6 Comuni”, that is organized once a year, specifically  
       dedicates for them;
    - foreign nationals through the organization of “Corsi di danza Africani” and the provision
      of a green area for play cricket, with the precisely intent to make know a new culture to
      Malo's citizens and in the same time to facilitate the integration in the society of this 
      people.



1.5 What role do sports play in your city with regard to achieving the five objectives of the
     ACES Manifesto?
     Sport in our Administration play a leading part and involve actively the daily life of 
     people of Malo and of the users of Malo's sports that came from near countries every 
     day.
     Achieving ACES goals and being able to carry them out, would mean being able to 
     integrate the society in all of its levels and groups: seniors, disabled people, foreign  
     nationals, up to infancy ranks, and begin teaching respect to young people starting from
     the care of their own body and their own health, the healthy fun and the respect of the  
    opponent.
     In years the Administration of Malo, has been organizing various sport events, like  
     “Maratona dei 6 Comuni”, that as the name suggests seek the intermunicipal 
     collaboration or the involvement in the organization of football tournament “Città della 
     Speranza”, that has had as winners the youth teams of Juventus, Milan, Padova, for 
     example; just to seek constantly the collaboration of different sport and no-sport 
     associations.
     All of this becomes an aggregation time, a meeting point and an exchange of ideas, 
     even among sportive people of different sports, among who are born collaborations in 
     the organization of common manifestation. 



2. Variety of offers in sports and exercises

2.1 Are there special offers for sports for particular age groups?
      All the structures and leisures presents in the territory are open for everyone, 
      regardless of the age or of the nationality.
      Actually all the sports facilities have been used for project of removal of architectural  
      barriers and make them available to everyone who wanted to practice any kind of 
      activity.

2.2 Who organize these sports leisures?
      Almost the whole City sports facilities are managed through the tool of “commercial 
      conventions”.
      Identified the sport society of Malo available and suitable to the management of the 
      facility to put in the convention, terms of the agreement are set in part about the 
      aspects of sheer running (payment of consumption, collection of rates, clean up of the 
      place, ordinary upkeep of the facility), in the other part about the economic and 
      transparency relationship between the Administration of Malo and the sport 
      association.
      The Sport Councillorship pays out, for the management and use of the facility, an 
      “annual corresponding”, to pay trough the presentation of regular invoice.
      For the use of the structure, the concessionary association pay to the City of Malo a 
      prearranged import about special rates.
      In brief, agreed and drown up the convention, determined with Town Council's 
      resolution the hours and tariffs of use by all the associations or groups that wanted to  
      make use of the single sport facility, this system of commercial conventions agrees a 
      slim management from a point of view strictly bureaucratic (cause the most part of the 
      relationship between Administration and association is outlined in the convention) and  
      a quick answer about ordinary maintenance that become necessary in the structure by 
      the manager.
      A gymnasium, of the Church's propriety, is directly managed from Parish.
      But even in this case intervenes the Sport Councillorship of Malo, contributing  
      economically in the costs of use that have sport societies that use this facility. All that in
      order to make this associations come to pay some special tariffs as if they might obtain
      the structures of municipal propriety.
      The swimming pool on the contrary is managed by a commercial society, result of a 
      financing project. The Sport Councillorship checks monthly this management and the 
      right use of the structure, making inspections by a control commission in which there is
      an engineer nominated by the Administration, his technical staff and the responsible in 
     charge for Sport Office.
     Naturally the structures pertinent to the school area in morning hours are used and 
     managed by the school staff.



2.3 Are there quality evaluation criteria for these sports facilities?
      There is a Sport Commission that is responsible of making some periodical inspections
      to the various sport facilities in the territory, to control the perfect operation and the 
      respect as expected in the convection agreed by the sport association that manage 
      them on behalf of the Malo Administration.
      So the Sport Councillorship itself with the responsible of Sport Office and with the help 
      of specialized technicians,  develop a continuous activity of control and coordination of 
     all sport facilities, intervening when it is necessary to guarantee the adjustment and the 
     perfect operation of the structures.
     In the same conventions or management agreements with the sport societies for their 
     structures, are setting some evaluation criteria for verify the correct use: promote the 
     development of the practice of sport activities compatible with the destination of use of 
     structures and equipments, implementation and management of all the formalities 
     required by the law on work security, fire prevention and to deal with of emergency, 
     provision of places for the free use of the schools in the a.m. hours, sport activities 
     inspired to the maximum of participation to determinate an adequate social productivity 
    of the structure.

2.4 Are there educational possibilities, e.g. for trainers and tutors?
      The sport associations organize individually in their structures some training courses 
      for sports coaching and technicians staff, also in collaboration with some of most 
      important sports clubs, such as Vicenza Calcio (serie B) and Famila Basket Schio 
     (serie A), to name a few.
     The Administration, by its undertakes and at its expense frequently organized some  
     courses of fire prevention and first aid to prepare the responsible in charge for various 
     society for any eventuality.

2.5 Are these measures subsidised by your city? If so, how, e.g. by making sport locations
      available, subsidies for sports locations, management of sports facilities or for sports 
     offers?
     The structures are supported by the provision of adequate facilities and cutting edge, 
     the allocation of necessary contributions for the purchase for the materials used to 
     various activities, the assumption of part of organization costs to amortize the 
     expenditure by sports associations.



3. Sports infrastructure

3.1 How many sports locations (sports halls, sports fields, gyms, swimming pools etc.) are
      there in your city?

N. Descrizione Note utilizzo
1 Municipal Stadiums “Deledda” Managed by A.S.D. Handball Malo
2 Tensile Town “Deledda” Managed by A.S.D. Handball Malo
3 Sports ground “Deledda” in syntetic grass

of last generation
Managed by U.S. Petra Malo

4 Gym Town “Palladio” Santomio Managed by A.S.D. Basket Malo
5 Sports grounds Santomio Managed byU.S.C. Santomio A.S.D.
6 Sports grounds Molina Managed by A.S.D. Molina Calcio
7 Gym Town “Loggia” Managed by Soc. Centro del Movimento
8 Sports ground Malo Managed by U.S. Petra Malo
9 Gym Town “Ciscato” Managed by Gruppo Folkloristico Majorettes
10 Gym Town “Rigotti” Managed byA.S.D. Pallavolo Malo
11 Parish gym  “Centro Giovanile” Managed by Parrocchia di Malo
12 Parish gym  Molina Managed by Parrocchia di Molina
13 Swimming pool “Molinetto” Managed by Società G.I.S. 
14 Tennis Plant “Prà Comon” Managed by Tennis Club Malo
15 Parish Boules Managed by Società Bocciofila Malo
16 Multi-plate “Montecio” Managed by Sport Office
17 Sports ground “Montecio” Managed by Sport Office
18 A5 football pitch  “Cà Bianca” Managed by Sport Office
19 Municipal Sport Area “Proa” Managed by Sport Office
20 Multi-plate  “Martiri della Libertà” Managed by Sport Office
21 Jogging Path  “Montecio” Managed by Sport Office
22 Municipal Sport Area “via degli  Alpini” Managed by Sport Office
23 Multi-plate “Ciscato” rubber coated by

company “Mondo”
Managed by Sport Office

24 Multi-plate in Molina Managed by A.S.D. Molina Calcio
25 Multi-plate “via Divisione Julia” Managed by Sport Office

3.2 What plans are there for expanding sports locations and gyms ?
      For the moment there is an enlargement plan for the sport area in via Deledda, which 
      involves the realization of a Sport field grass with changing rooms, forums and 
     athletics track, the creation of A5 football pitch in synthetic grass and the construction of
     other two multi-plates (see floor plan and technical report attached to the file).



4. Sporting events

4.1 What sporting events (national, international competitions / tournaments) are regularly
      organised in your city?
      National championship of handball under 14 and under 18, National women team of 
      handball's stages.
      More other sport events and final of championship are carried out in Malo:“Regional 
      final of archery”, “Regional Final of Karate”, “Regional Final of football”, “Regional 
      trophies of figure-skating”, “Maratona dei 6 Comuni”,  “Trofeo automobilistico città di 
      Malo” seventh edition. 

         Which sport does your city focus on?
         Our Communal Administration favours all kind of sport without any distinction. 
         Actually in addition to the most famous football, basket, volley, are also very charged 
         handball, whose Malo has been the national champion under 14 and under 18 in the 
         last years; running, swim, karate, whose in Malo are organized the regional 
        championships; archery, and also in this sport in our Administration  are organized the
         regional championships; cycling, which led two young boys, Berlato brothers, among 
         professionals and in the national team; the “Maratona dei 6 Comuni”, organized with 
         the collaboration of world champion Gennaro Di Napoli; the figure-skating whose  
         Malo is Europe and World champion and this year it will compete for the world 
         championship in Brazil; dance, discipline where Rondon Paolo will go to study to the 
         Ucraine Accademic of Dance.

         How does your city participate in terms of organisation, finance and by
         providing facilities?
         The Administration deals with a wide range of tasks: provide the structures and the 
         equipment necessary, bestows economics contributions to the sport associations 
         with reference above all the promotion of younger activities and to the social nature 
         of the manifestations. The proceeds of money coming from municipal sport 
         structures rents and from incomes of some manifestations, is entirely reinvested for 
         the improvement of sports facilities in the territory.

4.2 What sporting events (world championships, European championships, national
      championships, important sporting events) have taken place in your city in the last 5
      years?
      In the last five years, in Malo were held: National championship of handball under 14 
      and under 18, National women team of handball's stages, “Maratona dei 6 Comuni”  
      that in the region deals the first place in the province of Vicence.
      More other sport events and final of championship are carried out in Malo:“Regional 
      final of archery”, “Regional Final of Karate”, “Regional Final of football”, “Regional 
      trophies of figure-skating”, ,  “Trofeo automobilistico città di Malo”. 
      And all this without taking anything away from a course of training and information 
      evenings addressed at all levels and sports category. 

        How did your city participate in these events in terms of organisation, financing or
        providing infrastructure?
        The Administration of Malo participated in this events in different levels: organizing 
        them in first person, or provide the structures, the equipment, and some contributions 
        for the perfect successful of the events.



4.3 What outstanding sporting events (world championships, European championships,
      national championships, important sporting events) will take place or are planned in
      your city for the next 5 years?
      In the next five years, in Malo will be held: National championship of handball of all 
      category thanks to perfect conditions of sports facilities and the association, National 
      women team of handball's stages and of all kind of sport activity that it can done in the
      structures, “Maratona dei 6 Comuni” that in the region deals the first place in the 
      province of Vicence.
      More other sport events and final of championship are carried out in Malo:“Regional 
      final of archery”, “Regional Final of Karate”, “Regional Final of football”, “Regional 
      trophies of figure-skating”, “Trofeo automobilistico città di Malo”. 
      And all this without taking anything away from a course of training and information 
      evenings addressed at all levels and sports category. 

        To what extent will your city participate in these future events in terms of organisation,
        finance and by providing facilities?
        The Administration of Malo will participate in this events in different levels: organizing 
        them in first person, or provide the structures, the equipment, and some contributions 
        for the perfect success of the events.

5. Cooperation in national/international sports, cooperation with science and
    research

5.1 How does your city cooperate with sports associations and institutions on a national   
     and European level, e. g. National Olympic Committee or international sports     
     associations?
     The Communal Administration nowadays doesn't have any kind of direct cooperation  
     with the associations above mentioned, but supports all the Communal Sports  
     Associations in the relationship between the their national federations (for example: 
     F.I.G.C. for the football, F.I.G.H. for the handball, FITArco for archery, F.I.P. for 
     basketball e F.I.PAV for volleyball).

5.2 How does your city cooperate with universities, high schools and research or
      on a local, national and European level?
      The Communal Administration cooperate with primary and secondary schools for the 
      diffusion of sport among young people, with the “Piani di Offerta Formativa” in the 
      schools, the manifestations “ Più Sport a Scuola”, “Sport che Passione” and “Giochi di 
      Primavera”, that bring different sports into the schools, and maintain constant the 
      relationship with the school directions in Malo aimed to encouraging the sport practice 
      and the use during the school hour of all sports facilities: pools, multi-plates, swimming
      pool.



6. Profile and possible activities as ›European Capital of Sports‹

6.1 How does your city see –also in comparison to other cities – its special quality, its       
     particular strong point and outstanding profile as the Capital of Sport?
     In the Municipal, thanks to the big green areas, it has been created free jogging paths, 
     for example “Montecio”; the important archaeological treasures match sport to  
     rediscovery of the nature and our history in a pleasant way. Running, walking, cycling, 
     and of course other more traditional sports, like swim, basketball, football, can involve 
     the large part of population that practice sport activity both amateur and competitive.
     The Sports facilities quality in Malo is recognized by all of sport associations in the 
     neighbouring countries, that always accept with pleasure the possibility of using them  
     during matches, championships or manifestations. 
     The same management of sports facilities made to the Sport Councillorship among  
     structured conventions is constant example for the Administration of near Countries that
     ask advices about Sport Office.
     In last the fact of 62% of population constantly use the Communal Sports facilities 
     denotes as sport is in the affirmative a distinctive nature of Malo and its people.

6.2 How will your city, as the ›European Town of Sports‹, realise the five main objectives
     of ACES with regard to the sports development in your city?
     In Malo for implement the ACES aims for development of sport, the Administration will 
     use all kind of means of spreading: weekly, daily, manifestations, flyers. In particular it 
     will be organized meetings, conferences, courses and sports events, to archive in a 
     capillary sport societies and all their athletes.
     This will raise awareness sportive and citizens that sport is not only fighting spirit and 
     competitiveness, but above all fun, respect of opponents for their body and their health,
     in perfect consistency with ACES objectives.

6.3 Which initiatives and activities will your city want to contribute to the work of ACES?
     The Comunal Administration of Malo will help to work ACES living and maintain 
     constant the above aims with initiatives in schools and directives in sport societies;  
     involving and promoting ACES principles to the neighbouring Administrations and sport 
     societies.
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